XTRAIL is fleet management software from Xpert IT Solutions. It covers the entire gamut
of fleet management operations - customer management, vendor management, project
management, garage management, tyre management, vehicle maintenance, fuel station
maintenance, cost analysis and pricing.

Key features of the product


XTrail is web enabled and ready to be deployed with minimum customization efforts



Easy access to your vehicle and trailer information that includes details of driver, registration,
insurance, trailers, tyres etc.



System treats your vehicle as a profit centre for accounting and allows viewing the profitability
per vehicle. Costs incurred due to fuel, vehicle mileage, tyre wear & tear, repairs, services,
compensation are tracked for each vehicle and assigned to appropriate expense accounts.



System alerts you when the vehicle is due for insurance and registration renewal along with
regular maintenance service alerts.



If you have an in-house garage, the system helps you to manage garage inventory & operations.



System has a unique feature that enables you to design the tyre fitment for a vehicle on your
desktop. You can evaluate the performance and life of the tyres either new or re-treaded and
allows an informed decision making when choosing a particular brand of tyres.



If you own fuel tanks that are dedicated to your fleet, system enables you monitor all the
receipts and issues of fuel for each tank and fuel pumps.



Pricing your customers will be more structured and under invoicing your customers can be
avoided. Pricing rules can be predefined depending on the material that is transported, the type
of vehicle and the route. The entire process can be made transparent to all your stake-holders.



Costing your fleet management operations can be tedious as it involves variable parameters like
compensation, fuel, vehicle depreciation, insurance, registration, tyre wear & tear, services and
repairs etc. Our system helps you to identify the cost/km and thereby lets you price your
customers at competitive price.



You can avoid sensitive data to be visible to all the employees. This system will help you define
the roles & responsibilities of your staff thereby control the data visibility in your organization.



You can avoid accounting systems that work as disconnected or standalone in your organization.
Our system communicates with the in-built accounting software and seamlessly integrates your
operations and accounting.



Finally a suite of detailed MIS reports and a dashboard are available in the system that gives you
a comprehensive summary of all the operations of your organization.
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